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****    FIRST MODIFIED SECTION    ****

4.5 Inter-MSC Handover

…

4.5.5 Processing in MSC-B, and information transfer on E-interface

The following parameters require processing (e.g. to store the parameter, to internally generate the parameter) in
MSC-B. The relevant BSSMAP procedures are mentioned to ease the comprehension, their detailed description is the
scope of 3GPP TS 48.008. Each BSSMAP message listed in 3GPP TS 49.008 being transferred on E-interface shall use
the mechanisms given in subclause 4.5.4 and is described in 3GPP TS 48.008.

For intra-MSC-B handover/relocation and security interworking , after inter-MSC handover from GSM to GSM, the
3G_MSC-B needs additional information to be able to perform security mode and integrity protection procedures.
These RANAP informations are transferred between MSC-A and 3G-MSC-B in MAP messages, defined in 3GPP TS
29.002.

For subsequent handover/relocation, after inter-MSC handover from GSM to GSM, the 3G_MSC-B needs additional
information to be able to perform service handover procedures. The relevant information is transferred between MSC-A
and 3G-MSC-B in MAP messages, defined in 3GPP TS 29.002.

For subsequent handover/relocation, after inter-MSC handover from GSM to GSM, the 3G_MSC-B needs additional
information to be able to forward access rights information in the context of Shared Network to the RAN. The relevant
information is transferred between MSC-A and 3G-MSC-B in MAP messages, defined in 3GPP TS 29.002.

****    NEXT ADDED SECTION    ****

4.5.5.12         SNA Access Information

This information shall be stored by 3G_MSC-B and sent to an RNS in the Relocation Request message when 3G_MSC-
B performs handover to UMTS.

Transfer of information:

      The SNA Access Information is transferred to 3G_MSC-B in:

− the Handover Request BSSMAP message.

****    NEXT MODIFIED SECTION    ****

4.7 Inter-MSC Handover (GSM to UMTS)
…
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4.7.1 Basic Inter-MSC Handover

When a Mobile Station is handed over between two MSCs, the establishment of a connection between them (described
in 3GPP TS 23.009) requires interworking between A-Interface, Iu-Interface and E-Interface.

The signalling at initiation, execution and completion of the Basic Inter-MSC handover procedure is shown in figures
37 to 42 with both possible positive or negative outcomes.

Additionally figure 37b shows the possible interworking when the trace related message is transparently transferred on
the E-Interface at Basic Inter-MSC Handover initiation.

BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B
|               |                         |
|HANDOVER       |                         |
|-------------->|MAP PREPARE HANDOVER     |
|REQUIRED       |------------------------>| +----------------+
|               |request                  | |Possible Alloc. |
|               |                         | |of a handover   |
|               |                         | |no. in the VLR-B|
|               |                         | +----------------+
|               |                         |
|               |                         |                RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               |                         |RELOCATION REQUEST |
|               |                         |------------------>|

Figure 37a: Signalling for Basic Inter-MSC Handover initiation (no trace related messages
transferred)

BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B
|             (*)                         |
|HANDOVER       |                         |
|-------------->|MAP PREPARE HANDOVER     |
|REQUIRED       |------------------------>| +----------------+
|               |request  (**)            | |Possible Alloc. |
|               |                         | |of a handover   |
|               |                         | |no. in the VLR-B|
|               |                         | +----------------+
|               |                         |
|               |                         |                RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               |                         |RELOCATION REQUEST |
|               |                         |------------------>|
|               |                         |                   |
|               |                         |CN INVOKE TRACE    |
|               |                         |--------------->(***)

Figure 37b: Signalling for Basic Inter-MSC Handover initiation (CN invoke trace message transferred)

(*): Tracing invocation has been received from VLR.

(**): In that case, HANDOVER REQUEST and MSC INVOKE TRACE messages are included within the
AN-apdu parameter.

(***): CN INVOKE TRACE is forwarded to RNS-B if supported by 3G_MSC-B.

Possible Positive outcomes: successful radio resources allocation and handover number allocation (if performed):
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BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B              RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               |                         |RELOCATION REQUEST |
|               |                         |<------------------|
|               |                         |ACKNOWLEDGE        |
|               |                         |LOCATION REPORTING |
|               |                         |------------------>|
|               |                         |CONTROL            |
|               | MAP PREPARE HANDOVER    |                   |
|               |<------------------------|                   |
|               | response                |                   |
|               |                         |                   |
|HANDOVER COMMAND                         |                   |
|<--------------|                         |                   |

Figure 38: Signalling for Basic Inter-MSC Handover execution (Positive outcome)

Possible Negative outcomes:

a) user error detected, or handover number allocation unsuccessful (if performed), or component rejection or
dialogue abortion performed by 3G_MSC-B:

BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B              RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               |MAP PREPARE HANDOVER response                |
|               |negative result, MAP CLOSE                   |
|               |<------------------------|                   |
|               |MAP U/P-ABORT            |                   |
|               |                         |                   |
|HANDOVER REQUIRED                        |                   |
|<--------------|                         |                   |
|REJECT (Note 1)|                         |                   |
|               |                         |                   |

b) radio resources allocation failure:

BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B              RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               |                         |RELOCATION FAILURE |
|               |                         |<------------------|
|               |MAP PREPARE HANDOVER     |                   |
|               |<------------------------|                   |
|               | response                |                   |
|               |                         |                   |
|HANDOVER REQUIRED                        |                   |
|<--------------|                         |                   |
|REJECT (Note 1)|                         |                   |
|               |                         |                   |

c) unsuccessful handover execution (Reversion to the old radio resources):

BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B              RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|HANDOVER       |                         |                   |
|-------------->|                         |                   |
|FAILURE        |                         |                   |
|               |MAP U -ABORT             |                   |
|               |------------------------>|                   |
|               |                         |IU RELEASE COMMAND |
|               |                         |------------------>|

Figure 39: Signalling for Basic Inter-MSC Handover execution (Negative outcomes)

NOTE 1: Possible rejection of the handover because of the negative outcome of MAP or RANAP procedure.
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BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B              RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               |                         |RELOCATION COMPLETE|
|               |                         |<------------------|
|               |MAP SEND END SIGNAL request                  |
|               |<------------------------|                   |
|CLEAR COMMAND  |                         |                   |
|<--------------|                         |                   |
|               |                         |                   |

Figure 40: Signalling for Basic Inter-MSC Handover completion

Positive outcome:

BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B              RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               |MAP SEND END SIGNAL      |                   |
|               |------------------------>|                   |
|               | response                |IU RELEASE COMMAND |
|               |                         |------------------>|
|               |                         | (Note 2)          |

Figure 41: Signalling for Basic Inter-MSC Handover completion (Positive outcome)

Negative outcome:

BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B              RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               | MAP U/P -ABORT          |                   |
|               |------------------------>|                   |
|               |                         |IU RELEASE COMMAND |
|               |                         |------------------>|
|               |                         |                   |

Figure 42: Signalling for Basic Inter-MSC Handover completion (Negative outcome)

NOTE 2: From interworking between MAP and RANAP point of view, when the call is released.

BSS-A         MSC-A                   3G-MSC-B              RNS-B
|               |                         |                   |
|               |                         |LOCATION REPORT    |
|               |                         |<------------------|
|               |MAP PROCESS ACCESS       |                   |
|               |<------------------------|                   |
|               |SIGNALLING               |                   |

Figure 42a: Signalling for updating of anchor MSC after change of location in RNS

The handover procedure is normally triggered by BSS-A by sending a HANDOVER REQUIRED message on
A-Interface to MSC-A. The invocation of the Basic Inter-MSC handover procedure is performed and controlled by
MSC-A. The sending of the MAP Prepare-Handover request to 3G_MSC-B is triggered in MSC-A upon receipt of the
HANDOVER REQUIRED message. The identity of the target RNC where the call is to be handed over in 3G_MSC-B
area, provided in the HANDOVER REQUIRED message in the information element Cell Identifier List (Preferred), is
mapped to the target RNC Id MAP parameter and the HANDOVER REQUEST message is encapsulated in the an-
APDU MAP parameter of the Prepare-Handover MAP request. 3G_MSC-B can invoke another operation towards the
VLR-B (allocation of the handover number described in 3GPP TS 29.002).

Additionally, if tracing activity has been invoked, the trace related message can be transferred on the E-Interface
encapsulated in the an-APDU MAP parameter of the Prepare-Handover Request. If transferred, one complete trace
related message at a time shall be included in the an-APDU MAP parameter after the HANDOVER REQUEST
message. Note: UMTS supports only CN initiated tracing.

The interworking between Prepare Handover and HANDOVER REQUIRED is as follows:
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----------------------------------------------------------------
        |   408.008                          29.002         |Notes
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Forward | HANDOVER REQUIRED   MAP PREPARE HANDOVER request|
message |                                                 |
        |                            -ho-NumberNotRequired| 1
        |  BSSMAP information        -target RNC Id       |
        |         elements           -IMSI                |
        |                            -Integrity protection|2
        |                                info             |
        |                            -Encryption info     |
        |                            -an-APDU(            | 3
        |                            HANDOVER REQUEST,    |
        |                            MSC INVOKE TRACE)    | 4
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Positive|                    MAP PREPARE HANDOVER response|
result  |                                                 | 5
        |                             -handover number    |
        |                             -an-APDU(           |
        |                              HANDOVER REQUEST   |
        |                              ACKNOWLEDGE or     |
        |                              HANDOVER FAILURE)  |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Negative| HANDOVER REQUIRED REJECT    MAP PREPARE HANDOVER| 6
result  |                                                 |
        | equipment failure            System Failure     |
        | equipment failure            No Handover Number |
        |                                 available       |
        | equipment failure            UnexpectedDataValue|
        | equipment failure            Data Missing       |
        |                                                 |
        | equipment failure            MAP CLOSE          |
        | equipment failure            MAP U/P -ABORT     |
        |                                                 |

NOTE 1: The ho-NumberNotRequired parameter is included by MSC-A, when MSC-A decides not to use any
circuit connection with 3G_MSC-B. No handover number shall be present in the positive result. Any
negative response from 3G_MSC-B shall not be due to handover number allocation problem.

 NOTE 2: Integrity protection information, encryption information and IMSI parameters are included by MSC-A,
only when the MSC-A uses 29.002 as per release 99. These IEs are not included if the MSC-A is R98 or
earlier.

NOTE 3: The process performed on the BSSMAP information elements received in the HANDOVER REQUIRED
message is described in the 3GPP TSGSM Recommendation 408.008.

NOTE 4: The process performed on the BSSMAP information elements received in the MSC INVOKE TRACE
message is described in subclause 4.5.5.6.

NOTE 5: The response to the Prepare-Handover request can include in its an-APDU parameter, identifying the
GSM 08.06 protocol, either a BSSMAP HANDOVER REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGE or a BSSMAP
HANDOVER FAILURE.

In the first case, the positive result triggers in MSC-A the sending on A-Interface of the HANDOVER
COMMAND.

In the second case, the positive result triggers in MSC-A optionally the sending of the HANDOVER
REQUIRED REJECT.

(The possible sending of the HANDOVER REQUIRED REJECT message upon receipt of the
HANDOVER FAILURE is out of the scope of 3GPP TS 29.010 and lies in 3GPP TS 48.008).

NOTE 6: The possible sending of the HANDOVER REQUIRED REJECT message is described in 3GPP TS
48.008.

The interworking between Prepare Handover and RELOCATION REQUEST in 3G_MSC-B is as follows:
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----------------------------------------------------------------
        |   29.002                         25.413         |Notes
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Forward | MAP PREPARE HANDOVER    RELOCATION REQUEST      |
message | request                                         |
        | -ho-NumberNotRequired                           |
        | -target RNC Id                                  |
        | -IMSI                                           |
        | -Integrity protection info                      |1
        | -Encryption info                                |
        | -RANAP service handover                         |
        | -an-APDU(                                       |
        | HANDOVER REQUEST,                               |
        | MSC INVOKE TRACE)                               |
        |                                                 |
        | BSSMAP information      RANAP information       |
        |      elements:              elements:           |
        |                                                 |
        |   Channel Type            RAB parameters        |
        |   Cause                   Cause                 |
        |   sRNC to tRNC container  sRNC to tRNC container|
        |   SNA Access Information  SNA Access Information|  2
        |                                                 |
        |                         info stored/generated   |
        |                         in/by 3G_MSC-B:         |
        |                           CN domain indicator   |
        |                                                 |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Positive| MAP PREPARE HANDOVER    RELOCATION REQUEST ACK  |
result  | response                                        |
        | -an-APDU(                                       |
        |  HANDOVER REQUEST ACK)                          |
        |                                                 |
        | BSSMAP information      RANAP information       |
        |      elements:              elements:           |
        |                                                 |
        |   Layer 3 info            tRNC to sRNC container|
        |                                                 |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Negative| MAP PREPARE HANDOVER    RELOCATION FAILURE      |
result  | response                                        |
        | -an-APDU(                                       |
        |  HANDOVER FAILURE)                              |

 |                                                |
NOTE 1: Integrity protection information, encryption information, IMSI and RANAP service handover parameters

are included by MSC-A, only when the MSC-A uses 29.002 as per release 99. These IEs are not included
if the MSC-A is R98 or earlier.

NOTE 2:   SNA Access Information parameter is included by MSC-A, only when the MSC-A uses 29.002 as per
release 5. These IEs are not included if the MSC-A is release 4 or earlier.

The interworking between Send End Signal and RELOCATION COMPLETE in 3G_MSC-B is as follows:

----------------------------------------------------------------
        |   25.413                         29.002         |Notes
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Forward | RELOCATION COMPLETE MAP SEND END SIGNAL request |
message |                                                 |
        |                               -an-APDU(         |
        |                               HANDOVER COMPLETE)|
        |                                                 |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Positive| IU RELEASE COMMAND  MAP SEND END SIGNAL response|
result  |  -Normal release                                |  1
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Negative| IU RELEASE COMMAND                              |
result  |  -Normal release                    MAP CLOSE   |  2
        |  -Normal release                  MAP U/P -ABORT|
        |                                                 |

NOTE 1: The positive empty result triggers the clearing of the Radio Resources on the Iu-Interface and the release
of the SCCP connection between 3G_MSC-B and RNS-B. If a circuit connection is used between MSC-A
and 3G_MSC-B, the 'Normal release' clearing cause shall only be given to RNS-B when 3G_MSC-B has
received a clearing indication on its circuit connection with MSC-A.
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NOTE 2: The abortion of the dialogue or the rejection of the component triggers in 3G_MSC-B the clearing of its
circuit connection with MSC-A, if any, of the Radio Resources on the Iu-Interface and the release of the
SCCP connection between 3G_MSC-B and RNS-B.

The interworking between Send End Signal and CLEAR COMMAND in MSC-A is as follows:

----------------------------------------------------------------
        |   29.002                         08.08          |Notes
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Forward | MAP SEND END SIGNAL          CLEAR COMMAND      |
message | request                                         |
        |          -an-APDU(              - Handover      |
        |          HANDOVER COMPLETE)        Successful   |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Positive|                                                 |
result  |                                                 |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Negative|                                                 |
result  |                                                 |

The interworking between HANDOVER FAILURE in case of reversion to old channel of the MS and User Abort in
MSC-A is as follows:

----------------------------------------------------------------
        |   408.008                          29.002         |Notes
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Forward | HANDOVER FAILURE                MAP U -ABORT    |
message |                                                 |
        |  - Reversion to old                             |
        |    channel                                      |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Positive|                                                 |
result  |                                                 |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Negative|                                                 |
result  |                                                 |

****    NEXT MODIFIED SECTION    ****

4.7.4 BSSAP Messages transfer on E-Interface

The handling is described in chapter 4.5.4, additional cases are described in this chapter.

4.7.4.1 Assignment

The interworking between the BSSMAP assignment messages in MAP and the RANAP RAB assignment messages is
as follows:
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----------------------------------------------------------------
        |    29.002                        25.413         |Notes
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Forward | MAP PREPARE HANDOVER          RAB ASSIGNMENT REQ|
message |         request                                 |
        |         -RANAP service        Service handover  |
        |          handover                               |
        |         -an-APDU(                               |
        |         ASSIGNMENT REQUEST)                     |
        |                                                 |
        | BSSMAP information            RANAP information |
        |      elements:                    elements:     |
        |                                                 |
        | Channel Type                  RAB parameters    |
        |                                                 |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Positive| MAP PREPARE HANDOVER                            |
result  |         request                                 |
        |         -an-APDU(                               |
        |         ASSIGNMENT COMPLETE   RAB ASSIGNMENT    |
        |                                  RESPONSE       |
        |         or                     (positive result)|
        |         ASSIGNMENT FAILURE)   RAB ASSIGNMENT    |
        |                                  RESPONSE       |
        |                                (negative result)|
        |                                                 |
        | BSSMAP information            RANAP information |
        |      elements:                    elements:     |
        |                                                 |
        | Cause                         Cause             |1
        |                                                 |
--------��������������������������������������������������������
Negative|                                                 |
result  |                               MAP U/P –ABORT    |
        |                                                 |

****    NEXT ADDED SECTION    ****

4.7.5 Processing in 3G_MSC-B, and information transfer on E-interface

…

4.7.5.10         SNA Access Information

This information shall be stored by 3G_MSC-B and sent to an RNS in the Relocation Request message when 3G_MSC-
B performs handover to UMTS.

Transfer of information:

      The SNA Access Information is transferred to 3G_MSC-B in:

− the Handover Request BSSMAP message.

****    NEXT MODIFIED SECTION    ****

4.8 Inter-MSC Relocation
…..
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4.8.5 Processing in 3G_MSC-B, and information transfer on E-interface

…..

4.8.5.10         SNA Access Information

This information shall be stored by 3G_MSC-B and sent to an RNS in the Relocation Request message when 3G_MSC-
B performs handover to UMTS.

Transfer of information:

      The SNA Access Information is transferred to 3G_MSC-B in:

− the Relocation Request RANAP message encapsulated in the Prepare Handover request MAP message.

****    END OF MODIFICATIONS    ****
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